
Session:	Keeping	To	Code	
No.	of	attendees:	16	
Presenters:	Greg	Yellenik	
Facilitator:	-	
Monitor:	Kathy	Day	
	
Time:	9.00am	–	10.30am	
	
Laws,	bylaws,	regulations,	industry,	code	of	conduct	
	

- There	may	be	conflicts/complications	between	codes/regulatory	bodies,	i.e.	building	
code	vs	fire	code	vs	WorkSafeBC	regulations,	which	one	should	you	refer	to?	In	theatre,	
usually	refer	to	the	professional	code	of	conduct	or	the	industry	standard.	

	
Group	A	div	1	Temporary	Structures,	set	rules	for	building	structures,	public	(more	regulations)	
vs	staff/talent.	
	
Disabilities	Act	(American	=	ADA)	

- Canada	doesn’t	have	a	disability	code,	so	refers	to	ADA	
- Can’t	put	anything	(scenery/water	table)	within	one	metre	of	fire	door/fire	pull	station.	
- Nothing	stored	in	hallways/stairwells	

General	Risk	Assessment	
- You’re	required	by	law	to	have	a	Fire	Marshall	come	and	review	your	fire	plan	
- You’re	encouraged	to	get	things	officially	approved	(by	building	or	code	inspectors)	so	

you’re	likely	not	to	be	at	risk	of	lawsuit,	it’s	not	such	a	difficult	or	costly	process.		
	
Stairs	–	after	3	steps,	your	legs	have	a	memory	and	they	will	trip	if	there	is	1/8”	height	
difference,	stairs	should	remain	the	same	height.	
	
Electrical	Code:	
	
CSA	–	is	a	private	enterprise.	It’s	not	a	regulatory	body,	it	has	been	authorized	to	develop	
regulations	and	to	create	an	approval	process	
	
BC	Safety	Authority	–	encompasses	everything	including	electrical	safety.	They’re	not	there	to	
inspect,	but	rather	to	ensure	things	are	to	code/have	been	approved.	
	
When	you	deal	with	inspectors;	be	positive,	come	prepared	(floor	plans,	fire	plans	etc.)	
	
	



DOUGLAS COLLEGE STAGECRAFT 

Temporary Event Productions 
Risk Prevention and Public Safety 

A temporary installation for theatre or entertainment events must conform to all the 

regulations of the local, provincial and federal building codes, fire codes and electrical codes. 

This pertains to areas that are used by the public as well as volunteers and employees. In the 

case of scenery, used only by actors and technicians, structures may be constructed with 

alternate materials and standards to meet the artistic requirements, however the variance 

cannot ever jeopardize the safety and security of a member of the public or an employee. 

Structural Building Requirements 

All areas of the temporary construction must conform to the local, provincial and federal 

building code standards. This includes overhead rigging, temporary lighting and seating areas. 

Materials 

All materials must be either IFR (inherently flame resistant) or be treated with an appropriate 

flame resistive treatment. 

Persons with Disabilities 

There must be an area within the audience seating available for persons with various 

disabilities. This may include persons who are visually impaired, have physical issues requiring 

wheel chairs, walkers or crutches, persons with hearing challenges and others. If there are any 

barriers to easy and safe passage, there must be ushers available to escort and assist these 

audience members. This may include ramps, dirt floors, uneven ground or other such issues. 

Emergency Procedure for Evacuation 

Ushers must be available throughout the performance in case of an emergency evacuation. 

The ushers must be trained to execute an emergency evacuation. There must be an usher 

posted at each entrance. They must be trained to deal with all audience members, even those 

with physical disabilities. 

Emergency Evacuation Routes 

There must be a minimum of two opposing emergency exits. More exits is better. Exit doors or 

arches cannot be obstructed, whether you are building inside or outside of the building. If 
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